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A substation is a crucial part
of any energy system and
keeping it in good operating
condition is business critical
for any substation owner.
Proactive measures enable
customers to take control
of substation reliability and
availability, while optimizing
its life cycle cost, instead of
leaving it to chance.
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Take control of your power
Reliability Space is a tailored program from Hitachi
Energy that gives a detailed snapshot of the current
situation of an existing or new to be built substation.
Based on in-depth analysis and comparison of
designs as well as a possible on-site assessment,
Hitachi Energy experts will help define a concrete
course of action to ensure a more reliable, sustainable
and secure substation lifecycle.

A space to protect your investment
A substation is a major investment that must be protected
throughout its lifetime. Maintaining the reliability and availability
of aging substation assets directly impacts the operations
depending on them, from an electrical network to an industrial
production process. Take care of these crucial investments by
discovering Reliability Space key values.
A detailed snapshot of key assets – from a system
perspective
Reliability Space assessments help system operators to know
the status and overall failure risk of a substation. It supports
optimized maintenance strategies by focusing on improving
functionality of key assets that will achieve the highest gain in
overall substation reliability and availability.

5

Reliability experts provide a technical report of the substation's
overall status and of each key asset, providing technical decision
support for any necessary upgrades or tailored maintenance
plans. The report is also useful for third-party stakeholders, such
as insurance companies and investors that are looking for a
detailed picture of substation status.
Keep your operations running
Ensuring reliable substation operation is crucial. Hitachi Energy
collects most essential data and information through a visual
inspection, which requires no outages and does not impact
operations. Visits can be on site or done remotely. Hitachi
Energy experts will discuss any substation issues, needs and
experiences, and review available operational and diagnostic
data.
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Increasing system life-cycle value
The right action at the right time
By analyzing both the condition and risk of your substation, we help you take the right
preventive action, e.g. planning maintenance and upgrades, to maximize reliability and
availability.

Holistic perspective
Assessing the condition and risk of a substation requires
a holistic perspective, so Hitachi Energy considers assets
on a system level, rather than a component level.
A reliability algorithm based on the Failure Modes & Effects
Analysis (FMEA) method assigns importance to each asset
in a system.
The holistic view enables Hitachi Energy experts to identify, for
example, how the wear in a seemingly insignificant part could
potentially become the root cause of a larger problem that
could impact operations, safety, the environment or infrastructure.
The focus is on the most relevant substation assets with the
highest overall risk contribution – regardless of original equipment
manufacturer.

Deep data analysis
Hitachi Energy evaluates overall risk of unexpected occurrences
based on discussions, evaluations, and deep analysis of
substation systems. After calculating the risk situation and
identifying strengths and weaknesses, Hitachi Energy substation
experts can recommend appropriate improvements.
Valuable decision support
Hitachi Energy provides more than conventional equipment
health declarations. Customers receive advanced decision
support for long-term life-extension or maintenance plans –
enabling them to favorably periodize costs according to
operational/financial capacity and business goals.
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Introducing the Reliability
Space offering
A unique journey towards system reliability
Hitachi Energy digs deep to assess substation health. Entering Reliability Space is the
first step towards Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), which focuses attention
where condition is poor and the impact of failure is large, i.e., where risk is highest.
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RelScan – A detailed assessment of the system
RelScan is the first step towards reliability-centered maintenance (RCM). Hitachi Energy considers the equipment’s
physi-cal condition, age, spare parts availability and
previous opera-tional experience during a detailed site
assessment – as well as its contribution to factors such as
reliable power supply and economic operations. The
assessment can be combined with a 3D Scan in order to
generate the foundation for a digital repre-sentation of your
system.

RelScan Plus – A concrete life extension plan
As a natural continuation of RelScan, Hitachi Energy offers
RelScan Plus for substations. The original data is supported by
additional analysis in order to provide investment and financial
alternatives which leads to a sustainable system life extention.
Maintenance plan – A tailored maintenance plan to
enhance system reliability
One possible course of action to address risks identi ed in any
Reliability Space assessment is a tailored maintenance plan.
Hitachi Energy clearly prescribes the inspection, preventive and
predictive maintenance activities for each asset, based on its
speci c risk level. All based on the concept of Reliability
Centered Maintenance (RCM).

f

RelPlan – Optimized design for new build
The Reliability Space green eld offering supports customers
who need to expand an existing substation, or plan to build
a new one. Hitachi Energy substation experts work with
customers to identify project goals and constraints, and
evaluate different possible substation configurations.

Operate/Maintain
f

Plan/Build
SYST EM LI F ECYC L E

Definition
of goals
and KPIs*

RelPlan

RelScan

RelScan Plus

Optimized design for new build

A detailed assessment of the system

A concrete life extension plan

Technical solution #1
Technical solution #2

KPI
calculation

Optimized
design for
new build

Technical solution #3

Condition
evaluation
Importance
calculation

Substation risk
analysis

Detailed
assessment
report

Life scenario #1
Life scenario #2
Life scenario #3

Maintenance plan

RelCare
A complete digital partnership to master maintenance
(*) KPIs like total life cycle cost, initial investment cost, operation and maintenance cost per year, availabilty.

Definition
of goals
and KPIs*

KPI
calculation

Concrete
life
extension
plan
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RelPlan
Optimized design for new build

f

Although it is only possible to assess the condition of an existing substation, a similar
approach can be used for green eld projects, in which Hitachi Energy compares
and supports an optimized design.

The greenfield offering is of interest to customers needing to
expand an existing substation, or planning to build a new one.
Detailed discussions with customers help Hitachi Energy
experts understand project goals and constraints, and evaluate
the different possible substation configurations.
A typical trade-off will be between CAPEX, OPEX and Economic
Impact due to power interruptions. An advanced design with
a high level of redundancies will drive up CAPEX, but will reduce

the economic impact due to power interruptions at the loads.
What about OPEX? Or what about a GIS solution?
Using a holistic approach, Hitachi Energy simulates the
performance of different substation arrangements and designs,
and calculates the most relevant KPIs. RelPlan is designed to
help customers select the best solution based on a thorough
understanding of their limits and needs.

Highlights
• Frame requirements and constraints for new builds
or expansion projects
• Design and compare alternative solutions based
on relevant KPIs – technical or financial
Select a solution that best fits goals and constraints, based
on calculated KPIs
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RelScan
A detailed assessment of the system
Expert assessment and advanced algorithms are the foundation of informed
decision-making.

Advanced reliability analysis
Hitachi Energy uses a reliability algorithm based on the Failure
Modes & Effects Analysis (FMEA) method to assign a level of
importance to each asset in the system.

remotely, or to reach in-house specialists for an in depth
analysis of critical assets. On top, the assessment can be
combined with a 3D Scan to generate the foundation for
a digital representation of the system.

The impact can be calculated in terms of frequency and
duration of interruptions, in terms of energy not supplied, or in
financial terms in the form of loss of production, loss of revenue
or penalties. Hitachi Energy experts help customers select the
most appropriate solution in each situation.

Red, yellow or green risk level?
Combining the importance analysis with the results of a
condition assessment, assets are placed in a risk matrix that
illustrates the individual contribution of each one to overall risk.
This helps to de ne recommendations that will give due priority
to highrisk equipment and achieve the most effective means of
reducing system risk.
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Expert condition assessment
Using asset-speci c checklists, a Hitachi Energy expert
assesses the condition of assets and collects information about
a substation’s operational experience. No outage is required, so
operations are not affected. An advanced Hitachi Energy
remote support solution is available to support on-site
inspections

Decisions based on facts and data
Hitachi Energy will recommend interventions that are tailored to
the calculated risks and needs. For example, a replacement/
overhaul plan will improve the substation’s condition and reduce
probability of failure; upgrading substation design and its
redundancies will help reduce the negative impact of failures
on operations.
f

Based on the statistical contribution to the total loss of service
or loss of revenue, the algorithm ranks substation assets from
low to high importance.

Highlights
Using augmented-reality
(AR) technology, we can
assist the on-site condition
assessment by remotely
involving our global
experts.

• Visual inspection and structured discussion to assess
condition of substation assets and identify vulnerabilities.
A system 3D Scan as an option.
• Quantify system reliability, the impact of failures and create
a priority list of assets that need immediate attention
• Follow up findings with tailored recommendations to improve
substation operation and reliability.

A comprehensive report
will contain all the details of
our analysis, and our
recommendations on how
to address the risks that
we have identified.

Replace suspicions and worries with facts, data and
informed action
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RelScan Plus
A concrete life extension plan
Customers can take immediate action based on RelScan conclusions and
recommendations, or use the results as input to RelScan Plus, which helps them design
different improvement alternatives and assess financial implications.

The natural next step
The RelScan Plus service process involves building a thorough
understanding of customer goals, preferences and constraints,
which helps Hitachi Energy design concrete solutions tailored to
the risk situation identified in RelScan. Is an upgrade of station
redundancies the best solution? Or an overhaul/replacement of
aging assets? Or a combination of both?

• Structured discussion and visual inspection to assess
condition of substation assets and identify vulnerabilities
• Quantify system reliability, the impact of failures and
create a priority list of assets that need immediate
attention
• Follow up n dings with tailored recommendations
to improve substation maintenance and reliability

A side-by-side comparison of the recalculated risk matrix and
relevant KPI's (technical, operational and financial) provides
customers with a solid foundation of fact-based analysis and
recommendations for substation improvement.

Take uncertainty out, bring relevant data into
the decision-making process

Risk correction strategies
There are several possible strategies to address the vulnerabilities and reduce the risk. The viable ones are selected
and applied to the substation reliability model.
System upgrades
Spares
High
Poor

Low

Importance

High
Poor

Condition

Help the complexity
RelScan Plus provides customers with different
relevant investment alternatives, along with the
respective financial calculations.

Good

Condition

Harmonized and integrated with RelScan, RelScan
Plus uses the same risk matrix model to clearly and
concisely compare different investment alternatives.

Good

The following is a real example from a RelScan
report, showing three potential investment
scenarios.

Overhauls

Importance

Replacements

Low

Maintenance

Simplify the complexity parameter of
the decision
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Highlights
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Investment alternatives
Key performance indicators (financial or technical) are presented in a side-by-side comparison.

1. Current status

2. Upgrade MV

3. Replace components

Leaving the substation "as is" is always an
option. In this example, it proved the costliest
alternative in terms of total life cycle cost (LCC).

Introduce redundancy into the medium-voltage
configuration. This alternative had a lower LCC
than alternative 1, but not in comparison to
alternative 2. Upgrades (like new redundancies)
will reduce the impact of a failure. The affected
assets will move leftwards in the risk matrix.

A replacement plan according to risk analysis of
DSs, CBs and refurbishment of t2 transformer.
This alternative proved to have the lowest LCC
by far, despite the highest initial investment cost.
Replacements or overhauls will improve the
asset’s condition. The corresponding symbol
will move downwards in the risk matrix.

Total life cycle cost (LCC)

$ 5,210,666.00

$ 4,262,763.00

$ 3,530,348.00

Initial cost

$ 0.00

$ 235,000.00

$ 363,000.00

Operation and maintenance cost per year

$ 192,100.80 / year

$ 181,496.00 / year

$ 170,323.00 / year

Total outage duraton

2.64 times / year

1.02 times / year

0.86 times / year

Total outage frequency

43.5 hours / year

6.2 hours / year

12.4 hours / year
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Maintenance Plan
A maintenance plan enhances system
reliability even more
Complement the outcomes of RelPlan, RelScan and RelScan Plus with a maintenance plan

From TBM to RCM: Focus on critical assets
A risk analysis enables customers to focus effort and optimize
available resources. Why carry out unnecessary maintenance
on assets that are in good condition, or will have negligible
impact on operations if they fail? Why not increase focus and
effort in highrisk areas instead?
Hitachi Energy combines the importance analysis with the
results of the condition assessment, assigning assets a place
in a risk matrix.
This approach enables customers to move beyond conventional
time-based maintenance (TBM) and condition-based

Highlights
• Add a maintenance plan to focus effort and optimize resources
• Detailed inspection, preventive and predictive interventions
specific to each asset’s risk level.

maintenance (CBM), and instead apply the most modern
approach of reliabilitycentered maintenance (RCM). Risk
analysis is the basis of RCM, which enables customers to focus
attention on assets in poor condition that will have the greatest
impact on operations if they fail. Inspection, preventive and
predictive maintenance activities are clearly prescribed for each
asset based on its specific risk level.
A similarly tailored maintenance plan can also be devised for
a preferred solution identified by Hitachi Energy RelScan Plus
or RelPlan services.
From plan to action:
Hitachi Energy RelCare can bring this plan to life with a digital
maintenance management platform ensuring operational
excellence. Discover RelCare on the following page.
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RelCare
Go beyond the Reliability Space assessment and
master your maintenance with a digital
partnership agreement
RelCare partnership implementation is a joint effort between you and Hitachi Energy
to optimize your financials and reliability performance. Implementation offers you the
following benefits:

• Standardized maintenance execution based on harmonized
safe work method statements (SWMS).

• Increased maintenance quality thanks to an advanced
maintenance management system and operational return
of experience.

• Real-time monitoring of substation system key performance
indicators.

Highlights
• Understand each asset’s contribution to the substation’s overall
risk profile with the help of the reliability modelling techniques
• Ideate targeted actions to mitigate the risk in a most effective
and efficient way leveraging from the available resources.
• Orchestrate maintenance eco-system and deploy high-value
maintenance program using state-of -the-art digital platform
 


• Targeted maintenance based on dynamic system reliability
and financial modeling.
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Global reach
Assessments available worldwide
Reliability Space is delivered by skilled and knowledgeable engineers in 35 countries
across the globe.

Reliability Space is available for utility and industrial customers
wherever there is Hitachi Energy representation. Onsite
inspection, either in person or done remotely, is followed by
data collection, analysis and calculations carried out at Hitachi
Energy premises.

Hitachi Energy advisory services are based on more than 100
years experience of manufacturing leading-edge electrical
infrastructure, as well as continuous feedback from customers
and users.

35
Countries with
operational offices

100+

800+

Years of delivering and
serving grid systems

Employees dedicated
to customer services

2000+
Projects every year
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Why Hitachi Energy?
The benefits in brief
It takes deep engineering skill and solid experience to make a balanced and insightful
substation assessment. It also takes strong team spirit, and a sincere desire to help
customers.

HOLISTIC VIEW
Paying attention to the smallest
detail, Hitachi Energy will consider
substations on a system level. The
key is understanding the complexity
of intricate relationships between
components.

Partnering with Hitachi Energy
is a sound investment in
substation reliability and
availability, helping customers
keep valuable assets in peak
condition during their lifetime,
in existing or new systems.

GLOBAL REACH
Thanks to our global presence, we
are able to offer Reliability Space to
utility and industrial customers in 35
countries all across the globe.
EXPERIENCE
Hitachi Energy is a leading provider
of electrical infrastructure, with an
experience of more than 100 years
in the business. Our experience is
vast and skill level high. We know
substations inside and out.

PIONEER AND PARTNER
In addition to providing advisory
services, Hitachi Energy is also a
renowned substation manufacturer
and a natural long- term modernization
partner that can help customers
maintain asset availability and extend
asset lifetime.

PEACE OF MIND
While thorough and far-reaching,
a key component of Hitachi Energy
assessments is simplicity for the
customer. Much of the work,
including data analysis and
calculations, is done off-site so
daily operations are not disturbed.

